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LXZ: League of Extraordinary Zealots
by Dr. Gonzo
Zealots to the left of me, jokers to

Classic circa 1996. The night drew

godammed

the right, here I am stuck in the right

onto the Turf Club, home of the

government feels the need to outlaw

wing with you. The sweet baby Jesus

"Clown Lounge".

Interesting side

marriage for certain groups of people

couldn't have predicted the content

note, most of the rental homes I've

it should most definitely be the

of my trip back to Minnesota. I had

lived in centered around a living

Zealots. Zealots begat Zealots. The

two weddings in two different states

room which may have been dubbed

first wedding I attended was filled

in seven days, but more on that later.

with a similar moniker. I had a

with Zealots. They despise everything

Pleasant is how I would describe the

meeting at the Turf Club with some of

they can see, except of course the

Summer in Minnesota. The first night

the Khaos staff writers (Stu and RJ) to

sweet baby Jesus. Zealots need to

back home consisted of Asian-

discuss some business.

listen to some more Dylan and get

Mexican cuisine, whiskey at the

coincidentally the band playing that

with

Thunderbird Hotel, and Jellybean

night was a Seattle favorite of mine. I

deprogram.

delayed because of unannounced

flew 1500 miles to see a band from

The Drix wedding went much

airline delays. One of the best parts of

the Emerald city play in the the Twin

better. Really, how could it not. The

the trip was the Festival de la

Cities.

now

shores of a really superior lake, Boat

Doerffler which consisted of Grain

newlywed Kung Fu Mike was in tow

drinks (literally), horseshoes, Rosie,

Belt, fish tacos, homeade salsa, and a

with aforementioned spouse to show

marathon Whist, a fetus to adult ratio

little of the ole goonery.

A very

their fan support. But it really got

of 4:1, fourteen people named

sunburnt Dill Trickle (the famous

Weird when I walked by two friends

"Coach", and not single Sith in the

Brickyard 444 champ) and his side

of mine from Seattle whom also

bunch. I've never been to a wedding

kick Boud J Sing arrived from their

happened to be on vacation and were

where a fetus was a clothing accesory.

Golfing for Jesus all day pitch and

not there for our staff meeting but to

RJ and I were the only ones not

putt camp.

There was also some

hear the Long Winters. But it gets

pregnant. It was a grand affair, best of

(in)famous attendees. The new and

better, one of the friends from Seattle

luck to Drix, the wife, and the twins.

improved PK (aka Classic Pat) blew

went to high school with Abomb who

Where the hell was Okie?

into the condo like not a day had past

once had a rug that a Chinese man

In summary, I learned the Zealots

since he and Abomb picked up some

micturated on; that rug really tied the

are here to stay, never to climb an

unusuals at Glueks and yours truely

room together. Now the good part.

unconstructed building,

woke up on a hide-a-way sofa on the
front
1 Khaos

lawn.

A

memorable

Fall

Music

mogal

Not so

and

Godammed Zealots. They wouldn't
be so bad if they weren't so
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or
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rather

and non-

alcoholic beer could be the newest
addiction.
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Pau l We s te r b e rg ve rus Pri nce
by St u
Who's more influential, you ask?

thing nearly as cool as the spoken

guy-guy-girl? Genius, I say.(Side note

This one is a slam dunk in favor of

intro to "Let's Go Crazy." You'll never

to RJ: yes, I know all of Steely Dan's

Paul Westerberg. I'm not claiming

rock a falsetto like Prince does on

songs were about deviant sex. But

Westerberg is better than Prince;

"Kiss."

You'll never come close to

that was the '70's, and everyone was

quite the contrary, as Paul Westerberg

being as good as mediocre Prince

out of their minds on coke and reefer,

did not write "Raspberry Beret" or

(anything after Diamonds and Pearls,

so it could be said that they were just

give "Manic Monday" to the Bangles

really). You'll never find someone to

writing what they knew. Putting out

because he was trying to woo

finance something as godawful as

Dirty Mind at the dawn of the Reagan

Susannah Hoffs. Anybody who does

Under the Cherry Moon. So don't

Era is a whole 'nother thing. And

both those things is a goddamn

even try. And nobody does, because

Donald Fagen in a fur-lined banana

genius, and as the kids say, you better

they know they can't.

hammock is just too disturbing for

recognize.

It's the simple difference between

words.)

That said, influence is the issue at

talent and genius. Paul Westerberg

The more important influence

hand, and Westerberg is by far the

was profoundly talented at writing

question is moot, since nobody has

more influential artist for one reason:

melodic

the reach that Prince had.

anyone can do, or thinks they can do,

unembarrassing lyrics. This is very

recently that the spacecraft used for

what he did. You, too, can get loaded

tough to do, but not impossible. The

the Apollo space missions can't be

on Natural Lights and take trucker

friggin' Gin Blossoms did it a couple

rebuilt, since the original plans were

speed and chainsmoke Winstons and

times (you heard me). On the other

all drawn up with slide rules and

get your buddies to start a band with

hand, Prince:

pencil and paper. Computers can't

you. It's not likely that you'll put out a

- wrote an entire album about deviant

replicate it. Similarly, you can go the

"Pantheon" album like Let It Be, but

sex (Dirty Mind);

Entry any night for the next 15 years

it's within the realm of possibility.

- appeared on said album cover in an

and see a bunch of white kids

Hell, the regrettable Goo Goo Dolls

overcoat and G-string;

drinking too much beer, playing

put out a phenomenal album (Hold

- used the threesome song from said

guitars, singing loud rock songs with

Me Up) that is that way only because

album as the vehicle for the best rock

disillusioned

it's an utter Xerox of a Replacements

guitar riff to come out between

choruses.

record (blustery anthems, heart-on-

"Whole Lotta Love" and "Smells Like

Prince cover. But you're not seeing

sleeve acoustic album closer, half-

Teen Spirit"

Prince---you're

rock

songs

with

lyrics

and

I read

catchy

They may even play a
seeing

the

Did I mention that the album came

Replacements. If you're lucky, you'll

You, however, will never be Prince.

out in 1980, the artist in question was

see Jack White (whose biggest hit,

You'll never get Apollonia to baptize

a skinny black kid from whitebread

coincidentally, doesn't have a bass

herself naked in the waters of Lake

Minneapolis, and the threesome was

line, just like "When Doves Cry,"

assed cover songs).

Minnetonka. You'll never write any-

2 Khaos

Prince's biggest hit). (cont. page 3)
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Now that that I am
Employed…Top 10 Things
I do at Work to Kill Time

Wes terb erg v. Pr ince
co nti nued f ro m p ag e 2
Point being, if you have a guitar and a

by the Notorious V.I.G.

little talent, you think you can be Paul
Westerberg. If you have a guitar and

10. Take cold medicine and a handful

a load of talent, like Jack White, you

of cough drops to try and get high on

know you still can't be Prince. One's

menthol.

talent, the other's genius, and never

9. Try to go "left-handed" if you know

the twain shall meet.

what I mean.

ak

8. Rub strawberries all over body just

New Duct Tape Todd:
Radio Khaos Tour Shirts
by Dr Gonzo
The Khaos screen printing division is
back in full swing with new t-shirts
from you favorite band. Shirts will go
on sale in the near future for purchase
off the Khaos web site.

I am also

looking into colored shirts. Requests
for colored shirts can be sent to
artificialkhaos@yahoo.com.

The

protoypes have been iron-ons and
have held up well. Once caveat, they

so I can use the word monkeypox
DTT: Radio Khaos design (front)

every 10 minutes.
7. Indian Leg Wrestle 68 year old CEO

Lids Reproduce

to see who gets the last doughnut.

by Dr Gonzo
We've recently been informed of
the new release from DTT off shoots,
The Lids. Former dissenter and bass
player RJ Duke's new project is
entitled, "EndocannabinoidSounds".
The lead single off the album is
"Faking Stockholm Syndrome:. An
exact realease date has not been set.

6. Write Top 10 lists.
5. Drink lots and lots of water, hang
out in the bathroom and see if anyone
would like to sword fight.
4. Attempt a hostile take over in my
pants.
3. Ask if Support would like to see my
"scissor kick".
2. Try to convince the office women

will smear slightly if you haven't

RIAA-The American Plague

to participate in "Viggy's Annual Big

washed them and happen to pass out

by Dr Gonzo

Boob Contest".

Can the RIAA be stopped? Gestapo

1. Shove computer mouse up my ass

Besides that scenario there

like tactics have become normalcy for

and tell the IT guy "I am having some

have been no other reports of

the Recoding Industry Association of

technical problems with me bum." ak

problems.

be

America. Some staff at Art Khaos (i.e.

experimenting with sticker, pins, and

the saint) have been scared straight

possible Khaos beer koozies in the

and are now Kazaa free. The latest

near future. As always demand equals

news is the RIAA only allowing one

supply. Feel free to contacts us with

listener per radio. This means you can

with your arms folded over your
chest.

We

will

also

any comments or suggestions.

ak

be the only person present in your car
if you want to listen to the radio. The
same goes for your living room,
bedroom, and shower.

3 Khaos
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Positively 4th Street
by RJ Duke
This might be one of those stories

Iron Butterfly) and about Skippy’s vast

“What difference does it make to you?

that ultimately ends with the narrator

videotape collection (specifically a

There’s nothing wrong with this suit.”

saying, “Well, maybe you had to be

bootleg tape called Acts of the

Skippy examined the garment.

there.” However, it remains the coolest

Unspeakable which he wanted us to

“It looks small,” said Skippy.

story anyone ever told me, primarily

watch, although we managed to

“Well, it’s a free suit! If you don’t want

because virtually every element of

avoid this).

it, just say you don’t want it.” The little

the narrative (a) makes no sense

When Teri and I finally got up and

man grew agitated. “You know, you’re

whatsoever, and (b) has never been

began to leave at 2 A.M., we noticed

not the only person in this city who I

fully explained to me.

that Skippy had an apple green zoot

can give this suit to.”

In the fall of 1996, my associate Teri

suit hanging on the backside of his

Somehow, this logic worked on

and I were desperately in need of

front door. The suit was small (I would

Skippy: he accepted the offer. The

marijuana, and we couldn’t find

estimate the inseam of the pants as

little old man thanked him curtly and

anyone in Fargo to sell it to us. As a

somewhere in the vicinity of 24

disappeared. Skippy continued on his

last gasp, we decided to visit Teri’s

inches), but it remained in remarkably

way home with the green zoot suit

recently unemployed cousin Skippy, a

good condition. So just before we left,

slung over his right shoulder. Three

33-year-old

we asked Skippy why he had this

blocks later, two police cars suddenly

apple green zoot suit.

pulled up alongside him and turned

goofball

who

was

regarded in Teri’s family as something
of a black sheep. He lived in

This is what he told us:

on their flashers. This made Skippy

downtown Fargo, directly above a

Several weeks ago, it seems Skippy

understandably nervous, as he was

bakery. His rent was $120 a month.

had been walking home from a

holding six ounces of pot in his pants

Upon entering his anachronistic

downtown Fargo tavern at a little past

(and he was drunk, and he had

apartment, it became instantly clear

midnight. As he left the bar, a little old

smoked two joints in the bathroom of

that Skippy – regardless of his bad-

man wearing an ascot suddenly

the bar). However, his nervousness

boy reputation – was an incredibly

emerged from the shadows and

changed to confusion as soon as one

sweet guy. It was also clear that

stopped Skippy on the sidewalk.

of the cops began questioning him.

Skippy was stoned for pretty much

“Would you like this suit?” the little

“Is that guy back there selling suits

every moment of the day. He sold us

man inquired, holding the outfit in

out of the trunk of his car?” asked the

some drugs at an incredibly cheap

Skippy’s direction.“Why would I want

cop.

price, and the only thing he asked was

your suit?” replied Skippy.

“What?” said Skippy in reply.

that we “hang out” for a few hours,

“I have to get rid of my clothes,” said

“You know exactly what we’re talking

which we did. We drank Sunkist soda

the man. “It’s free. There’s nothing

about,” said the policeman. “That old

and mostly talked about music

wrong with it. I just need to get rid of

man you were just talking to. Is he, or

(specifically the lesser know works of

it.”

is he not, selling suits out of the trunk

“Why?”

of his car?”

4 Khaos
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4Th Street

O ce a ns 4 & 1/2

continued from page 4

by t_ e s_i n _

“I don’t understand the question,”

“Oh, no problem," said Skippy, now

said Skippy.

relieved.

“Is that guy selling suits out of the

description sounds a lot like the guy

looking

trunk of his car? Yes or no?”

who gave me this suit. Do you need

Minnesota. A crew was assembled; a

“Well, I don’t think he’s selling suits

this suit as evidence? You can take it if

crew sized for a light, tactical

out of the trunk of his car. Maybe he

you want."

operation. Get in, get one's swerve

is, but I don’t think that’s the case.”

“No no,” said the cop. “Keep it. You

on, get out.

Skippy was now recalibrating his

should take a free suit if you can get

came Captain Boner, Frenchie (i.e.

reality. “I mean, I don’t think he even

it.”

french-wad), and the saint (our wily

"And

actually,

that

The long, hot Summer has dragged
on and on. A perfect time to escape
California

and

feeling

From the oceanside,

The officer got back in his car, and

veteran). From the Bayside, came The

this suit for free.”

both police vehicles left the scene.

Bruise, our 800 pound gorilla and our

“Why would he do that?” asked the

Skippy walked the two blocks to his

insurance against actually winning

officer.

building, hobbled up the flight of

any money in Vegas and being able to

“I’m not sure. That was my question,

wooden stairs to his $120 apartment,

say whatever the glass of booze tells

too.

hung the green zoot suit on the

us to say to anyone. Amazingly, the

inside of his door, and went to bed.

gods of war were not in our favor as

When we woke up the next morning,

thunderstorms blew into Las Vegas

“Because it was free.”

he saw the suit on the door and

Friday at noon (yes, the desert in July.

“You just take clothes from people

realized that this had not been a

sigh.) Thus, boat drinks around the

you don’t know?” said the policeman.

dream, nor had he accidentally

pool would have to wait on the first

“Does this happen to you a lot?”

smoked angel dust (as these had

day, and the fantastic four would

“No. He just gave it to me. I don’t think

been his initial suspicions). This

have to make a go at the tables. the

he’s selling suits out of the trunk of his

realization completely blew his mind,

saint skillfully left the black jack tables

car. I really don’t. You should arrest

so he decided to immediately smoke

10 dollars heavier (only the 2nd time

him if that’s the case, I suppose, but I

more dope and not leave his

playing in life), while the Bruise went

don’t think he’s selling suits to

apartment that day, which is why he

down a c-note (1,456th time playing

anyone.”

missed work and got fired from his

in

Quite suddenly, the police officer’s

job at the bakery, which was right

concentrate because a Junior from

social posture completely changed.

downstairs.

the University of Arizona was sitting

has a car, you know? He just gave me

I didn’t even want this suit,

really.”
“Then why did you take it?”

“Well, okay then. Sorry to bother you.
We just had some reports that an

And

that’s

why

Skippy

was

unemployed.

Capt. B

couldn't

next to him (never actually bets, just
there to eye the ladies, the ladies).

older gentleman was selling vintage
apparel on the street. It must be

life), and

Friday night was pretty non-eventful.
ak

The Bruise did manage to hit on a

somebody else. Sorry. We really

sophomore in college with her

apologize for hassling you.”

cougar of an aunt, mother, and 16

5 Khaos
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Oceans
Fun with Photos

continued from page 5
sister (yes!) looking on. We left after

Therefore, we affectionately called her

that discovery, although Capt. B was

"Lil' Crapper". The other visiting from

overheard

old

Minneapolis, had a Star Trek tattoo on

anyways". Capt. B, of course, managed

her chest. We all proceeded to eat at

to pull three pretties back to our

what must have been Denny's in the

hotel, but not our room. Even though

casino, as Boudj exclaimed, "What? am

3 team members went to bed, being a

I the only one who is drunk?"

professional, Capt. B stayed up till

(7:30pm). Basically, that night we

around 4 am using his proverbial

spent up top on the 55th floor at

charm-lure to no avail. Sean Rooks

GhostBar out on a deck dancing,

(for you T-Wolves fans) was hitting on

drinking, and watching Lil' Crapper

his gal.

molest Capt. B on the dance floor. He

muttering,

"too

Saturday started off better, as the

didn't stand a chance. Lil' Crapper

sun was out and the pool was

wanted her man.

hopping.

Beers and drinks were

room was at full capacity as 2 out of

pouring and TBT, Tijuana-Boudj (aka

the 3 single guys lit their little

one-half ),

firecrackers. Mission completed.

flew

in

from

That night, our

ak

Minnecrappolis. With the team now
buster in tow, and old school rap

beers, jack-cokes, etc, but Frenchie,
being French I suppose, ordered a
Lemon Drop while we were sitting in
the pool. Being his friend, I waited
until a break between Eric B. &
Rakim's "7-minutes of Madness" and
Paperboy's "Ditty" to yell out, "Hey,
Richard, your Lemon Drop is here!"
Two of Boudj's female friends came to
the casino to meet us. One, living in
Las Vegas, was 4'11" and had a voice
louder than the infamous Crap-yerpantski of Lauderdale, MN.
6 Khaos

5. "Johnny Quest called, he wants his
damn SCUBA gear back"
4. "Another mission accomplished 007,
let's get pissed"
3. "This dude on my left is really
cramping my style, dog"
2. "What would Aquaman do" (WWAD)
1. "Let's go back the the condo, I just
ak

Artificial Classifieds

blaring, we were able to start laying
we got sidetracked. Most of us drank

Top Five Captions:

ate 15 minutes ago"

complete, our professional wedge-

the explosives. Unfortunately, I think

by Dr Gonzo

KUNG FU MUSIC CLUB

Send classified advertisements to the

Compilatons:

editor. They will be run free of charge.
There will be a 75 word limit.

Dr Gonzo Presents:
-Summer of Rock and Roll
-Fall from Disgrace

Artificial Khaos Productions

-Winter of Discontent
-Spring for the Masses

Editor: Dr Gonzo

Kung Fu Music:

Sales: the saint

LIke a Phile Spector Nightmare
No Blood for Music (Vol. VII)

Circulation: Dr Gonzo

Contact Art Khaos for details

Marketing: RJ Duke
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